The ThinkPad L390 combines enterprise-grade performance with mobility. The latest generation Intel® processors and high-performing memory allow you to power through intensive tasks with ease. Moreover, the lightweight form factor, versatile connectivity options, and long battery life empower you to achieve more, no matter where work takes you.
ITDM Benefits

Security
The dTPM 2.0 chip encrypts user data, the Touch Fingerprint Reader enables secure login, and the Kensington™ lock slot allows users to physically secure the laptop, ensuring data, device, and user security.

Durability
With the legendary ThinkPad durability, this MIL-SPEC device is a reliable choice for rugged usage, inside or outside office.

Manageability
The Intel®️ vPro™️ manageability makes it easier for IT teams to maintain a fleet of remote devices.

Better Performance: the 8th Generation Intel®️ processors coupled with DDR4 memory, and PCIe SSD storage offer a highly responsive performance that make multitasking a breeze.

Superior Connectivity: multiple connectivity options such as USB 3.0, USB-C, HDMI, and SD card slot allow you to enhance your device capabilities by connecting to other peripherals without any hassles.

Contemporary Design: the ThinkPad L390 is designed to offer ultimate portability. It is just 18.8mm thin and weighs only 3.2lbs., making it easy for professionals to work on the move.

Exceptional Display: the full-HD 13.3-inch, In-Plane Switching display offers a wide viewing angle that enables easy content consumption as you work on complex datasets or stream videos. Also, the touchscreen display and anti-glare functionality add to user comfort.
Accessories

**ThinkPad USB-C Dock**  
(PN: 40A90090US)  
This universal docking solution ensures a high-performance workstation experience. Meet all your productivity needs, including video, data, and wired network, all while delivering continuous power to your laptop via a robust USB Type-C port.

**Lenovo Essential Compact Wireless Mouse**  
(PN: 4Y50R20864)  
Enjoy the compact ergonomic ambidextrous design of this high-performance mouse that comes with an optical sensor. Fast, easy, and accurate, it offers a high precision of 1000dpi resolution and is durable with up to 3M clicks.

**ThinkPad Essential Backpack**  
(PN: 4X40E77329)  
Designed for mobile users who value a lightweight and functional case, the Essential Backpack offers uncompromised quality. This backpack boasts a protective notebook compartment for ThinkPads (up to 15.6”), ergonomic shoulder straps, and a hidden security pocket to safeguard valuables.
**PERFORMANCE**

**Processor**
Up to 8th Generation Intel® Core™ i5 Processors

**Operating System**
Up to Windows 10 Pro 64 bit

**Graphics**
Integrated Intel® HD

**Camera**
720p HD

**Memory**
Up to 32GB DDR4 (2 DIMM)

**Storage**
Up to 512GB PCIe SSD

**Battery**
Up to 14.61 hours*, 45Whr battery

**AC Adapter**
Type-C 65W (supports RapidCharge)

**Audio**
2 x 2W stereo, Lync-certified
Dolby® Premium Audio
Dual-array mic

**SECURITY**
Match on Host Touch Fingerprint Reader**
dTPM 2.0 chip
Kensington™ lock slot

**CONNECTIVITY**

**Input/Output Ports**
2 x USB 3.0 Type-C
2 x USB 3.1
1 x HDMI 1.4
1 x Micro SD card reader
(SD, SDHC, SDXC)
Mini RJ-45

**WiFi**
Up to Intel® Dual Band AC 9560
2x2 AC
Bluetooth®
NFC
Yes

**Docking**
USB 3.0 dock
Type-C dock

**DESIGN**

**Display**
13.3" IPS FHD (1920 x 1080)
touch** with anti-glare

**Dimensions (W x D x H)**
321.8 x 224.2 x 18.8mm
12.67 x 8.82 x 0.74 inches

**Weight**
Starting 1.45kg/3.2lbs

**KEYBOARD AND TOUCHPAD**
Standard and Backlit Keyboard (optional) w/white LED

**COLORS**
Black
Silver

**RECOMMENDED SERVICES**
Lenovo offers a comprehensive portfolio of services to support and protect your ThinkPad investment—so you can focus on your business, not your IT.

**Premier Support**
Bypass phone menus and scripted troubleshooting to access advanced-level technicians with the expertise needed to quickly diagnose and solve problems.

**Accidental Damage Protection (ADP)**
Protect your investment from operational or structural damage caused by common accidents like drops, spills, or electrical surges. This fixed-cost, fixed-term protection plan minimizes unexpected repairs for predictable budgeting and provides significant savings relative to the cost of non-covered repairs.

**Warranty Extensions**
Get a fixed-term, fixed-price service solution to match the lifecycle of your device and fit within your budget. Purchasing an extension at the time of a system purchase saves 15-30% over the price of purchasing it post-warranty.

---

*Based on testing with MobileMark 2014. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, and other factors.

**Optional**

---